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 130
th

 Engineer Battalion (Provisional)  
7

th
 Engineer Dive Detachment 

CPT Rob Meyer  

 

 Aloha and greetings from Hawaii!  The past six months for 7
th

 Dive 

has been full of challenging training and many personnel transitions, so let’s 

get to it. 

 First, it is critical to recognize the departure of a critical member of the 

7
th

 Dive family, SGT Lashay Smith.  Serving as 7
th

 Dive’s Supply NCO for 

20 months, SGT Smith set the standard for proper supply discipline within the 

unit.  As a testament to her dedication and professionalism as a member of the 

Quartermaster branch, she was presented with the Honorable Order of St. 

Martin (Bronze Medallion) prior to departing the unit.  Well done SGT Smith! 

 7
th

 Dive has seen a large influx of personnel ranging from brand new 

Second Class Divers to seasoned Diving Supervisors.  In January, we 

welcomed SPC Will Walcott and PFC Lincoln Howell to the team.  Both 

graduated from NDSTC in December, joined the unit in January and deployed 

with the team to Cambodia in February.  Soon after, we welcomed SSG Scott 

Frederick, his wife Jessica and new baby boy Stryker to the team.  SSG 

Frederick recently served on the 569
th

 Dive Detachment at Fort Eustis, VA 

and completed First Class Dive School at NDSTC.  In April, SSG David Craig arrived on-island in April 

after a long stint with the 86
th

 Dive Detachment at Fort Eustis, VA.  As a fully qualified diving supervisor 

with a wealth of experience, SSG Craig is a great capability enhancer for the team and has settled in 

nicely as the 3
rd

 Squad Leader.  Finally, PFC Mike Ritz recently arrived in early June after completing 

Second Class Dive School at NDSTC.  We are glad to have him and all the above personnel on the team!  

 A great highlight this year was the successful 

graduation of our own SFC Jeb Dunham from the Senior 

Leader Course!  SFC Dunham successfully navigated the 

rigors of master diver evaluations and other course 

requirements, earning him the coveted Master Diver 

rating on his first attempt through the course.  Truly a job 

well done by a deserving NCO!  

 As for training and missions, the team started the 

year with a 70-day mission to Cambodia in support of the 

Joint POW/MIA Accounting Command (JPAC), which 

started in late January.  For about two months the team 

worked diligently, searching both land and underwater 

sites for a service member missing since the Vietnam 

War.  Though forced to work in an austere and physically 

demanding environment, the team completed the mission 
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SGT Kevin Karraker uses a hydraulic chainsaw to 

clear stumps and other debris during 7
th

 Dive’s 

mission ISO JPAC in Cambodia. 
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with honor and returned home fully understanding the phrase, “I will never leave a fallen comrade.” 

 Upon the team’s return from Cambodia, 

SSG Frederick planned and executed a challenging 

Salvage Exercise (SALVEX), which occurred in 

early May.  This training evolution focused on the 

technical proficiency of the unit’s Salvage Divers 

and served as a mechanism for junior Soldiers to 

increase their understanding and practice the 

application of different salvage techniques.  With 

only three days allocated to the exercise, the team 

was easily able to float the project (a large storage 

tank) using multiple salvage techniques.  The week 

of training concluded with a Salvage Board, chaired 

by our very own 1SG (MDV) David Chebahtah, 

resulting in the successful award of the Salvage 

Diver rating to SGT Dakota Rager, SGT George 

Botsko, SPC Sam Schreier and SPC Tony Garcia. 

 As this Bottom Times article is being 

written, six (6) members of 7
th

 Dive are headed to 

Kampong Chhnang, Cambodia to continue the training for the first-ever Cambodian Mine Action Centre 

(CMAC) dive team.  Led by SSG 

Bill Behr, the team will be 

training the CMAC divers on 

proper supply accountability, 

maintenance of dive equipment, 

common diving ailments, 

supervisor skills, and mission 

planning and execution.  The 

training will conclude with a 

three-day Culminating Training 

Event (CTX) during which 

members of the CMAC dive 

team will receive an order and be 

required to plan and execute a 

bomb recovery at a remote 

location off the coast of Koh 

Rong island.  With visibility and 

support at the USPACOM and 

U.S. Department of State levels, 

this multi-phase mission is 

shaping up to have a lasting positive impact within Cambodia’s demining force and will serve as a great 

legacy, exemplifying 7
th

 Dive’s support to partner nation capacity building. 

Left: SSG Kyle Nicholas holds up a scorpion he found 

while in Cambodia; Top-Right: 7
th

 Dive personnel 

navigate a river in a modified Z-boat platform; Bottom-

Right: SPC Billy Ray Emory dredges on the bottom of 

the river. 

Left: PFC Lincoln Howell performs a front step entry during the SALVEX’s 

first dive; Top: SPC Sam Schreier obtains hole measurements and gives the 

“ok”; Bottom-left: SGT Rob Russell and SPC Billy Ray Emory discuss the use 

of lift bags; Bottom-Right: SGT Dakota Rager and SPC Billy Ray Emory cut 

patches for the project. 
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 In the coming months 7
th

 

Dive will be extremely busy.  

Following the 35-day mission to 

Cambodia to support the CMAC 

dive team, 7
th

 Dive will have two 

weeks to quickly prepare personnel 

and equipment to deploy to 

Ketchikan, Alaska in support of the 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

(USACE).  Led by SSG David 

Craig, 15 personnel from 7
th

 Dive 

will work for 65 days conducting 

inspections, tightening critical 

components and replacing hardware 

on two floating breakwaters.  While 

the majority of the team is in Alaska 

working for USACE, six others will 

travel to South Korea.  SSG 

Nicholas will manage 7
th

 Dive’s personnel on this 30-day site investigation mission which will be led by 

our trusty neighbor, SFC Tyler Dodd at JPAC. 

 As has been standard with our other Bottom Times articles, we are again transitioning to another 

Battalion at the end of July.  Similar to last year, the team will be re-joining the 84
th

 Engineer Battalion 

(Construction Effects) on 25 July 2014.  

With the return of 130
th

 Engineer Brigade 

from Afghanistan in June, the temporarily-

activated 130
th

 Engineer Battalion 

(Provisional) is deactivating as the 130
th

 

Engineer Brigade HQ again takes the 

reins.  Having previously transitioned to 

84
th

 Engineer Battalion (CE) in April 

2013, this is almost a homecoming for 7
th

 

Dive.  Though transitions are challenging, 

especially in the face of such an 

aggressive training calendar, we know that 

the 84
th

 will be a welcome home for the 

team.  The next Bottom Times is 

guaranteed to detail the incredible events 

soon to unfold in Cambodia, Alaska and 

South Korea, as well as offer an 

opportunity to welcome the new soon-to-

be commander of 7
th

 Dive.  Until then, please keep abreast of our current operations by viewing our 7
th

 

Dive Team Facebook page.  That is all from our Detachment in Hawaii.  Aloha, and Deep Sea! 
 

Members of 7
th

 Dive work together to conduct a routine LSV inspection and 

prop cleaning. 

SPC Chaise Kahula safely exits the “helicopter fuselage” during 

dunker training in preparation for the team’s JPAC mission to 

Cambodia. 
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Joint POW/MIA Accounting Command (JPAC) 
SFC Tyler Dodd 

 
 Over the past 12 months the JPAC Underwater Section has remained busy conducting 

Investigations and Recoveries of America’s fallen.  All the while enduring the growing pains of evolving 

a command into an Agency as directed by the Secretary of Defense.  In the fall of 2013 we conducted two 

site surveys, one at the Hwacheon Reservoir in South Korea and the other in an old faithful site in Kratie 

Province in the Kingdom of Cambodia.  Both site surveys provided the team with a lot of critical data 

used to plan future missions. 

 Following the teams return from Asia we took a little downtime to focus on maintenance, training 

and personal RESET.  We welcomed two new members to our little diving family, Jameson Thomas 

Dodd and Seeger Harrison Pietruszka.  Additionally one of our civilian team members Dr. Andrew 

Pietruszka graduated Second Class Dive School. 

 2014 came in with a bang as we shifted focus almost immediately from baby showers, underwater 

photography training and supervisor certifications back to recovery operations in South East Asia.  For 69 

days we were lucky enough to have the support of the hairy chested deep sea divers of 7
th

 EN Dive Det, in 

the Kingdom of Cambodia.  The team logged 29,777 minutes of bottom time and excavated 1,550 square 

meters of underwater sediment.   Through the mission the Army Engineer Divers were able to display 

their proficiency in multiple METL tasks and altogether bring a close to this JPAC site that has been open 

for more than a decade.  Hoo-yah Deep Sea to the men of 7
th

 Dive. 

 

14-2 Cambodia Underwater Recovery Team, Kratie Province, Kingdom of 

Cambodia. 
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 Upon returning from Cambodia CPT Evans, 

MDV Dodd and SSG Bevell had a short three weeks to 

refit, reset and get back out the door to conduct 

investigation operations in Italy and France.  The UITs 

were very successful as we were able to gain critical 

underwater information from four sites in Italy and one 

off the coast of Corsica, France.  The diving all over 

Europe was beautiful and crystal clear (something I’m 

sure the teams at Eustis are longing for).  We look 

forward to sending teams of Army Divers out to Europe 

to conduct the full scale recovery operations in the near 

future! 
 Following our European Investigations the team 

had a cool four days at home to enjoy our families and 

Hawaii then back out the door again to conduct another 

investigation.  This mission took us to the island of Port 

Vila, Vanuatu diving on the SS Coolidge.  If ever you as 

a diver are given the opportunity to visit this site (which 

is known as one of the world’s top shore dives) do it!  

You will not regret it!  A lot of good information was 

gathered from this short trip, and hopefully in an 

upcoming Bottom Times we will be reporting successful 

completion of the recovery of that site. 

 Currently we have a team deploying to Canada 

to conduct recovery operations in the New Foundland 

area.  This will keep the Underwater Section busy 

throughout the summer and into the fall.  In the fall we 

will be making a trip back to South Korea with a small 

team from 7
th

 Dive.  That’s all for now. 

Until They’re Home! 

 

 

 

  

SSG Bevell and SFC Foley prepare to dive in the 

Mediterranean Sea off the coast of Italy. 

SSG Bevell conducting excavation operations 

utilizing JPAC’s venturi dredge system. 

Dr. Andrew Pietruszka and MDV Dodd exploring 

the SS Coolidge in Vanuatu. 

US Ambassador to the Kingdom of Cambodia, William 

Todd visits the JPAC recovery site. 
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30
th

 Engineer Battalion 
74

th
 Engineer Dive Detachment 

CPT Brian Wilson 

 

 The Poseidon Team has stayed busy since our last update. We began the new year in earnest, 

ready to provide grade A, high quality dive support to Aberdeen Proving Grounds Underwater 

Demolitions and Explosives Testing Facility. The mission was to spend January until March, providing 

support while they tested new submarine payload tubes and it provided the opportunity to use the facility 

cost free to execute deep water training. However, we fell victim to the delays inherent in the testing and 

fielding of new equipment, in addition to the delays associated with the implementation of new dive 

related safety requirements at the facility. 

 This delay provided the team the ability to execute a month long training evolution in March in 

Third Port. During this evolution we trained with our welding sets, hydraulic tool kits, and provided the 

ability to execute scenarios for supervisor check offs and qualifications. This evolution also provided the 

opportunity to conduct master diver train ups on four of the five master divers who passed their master 

diver evaluations this April. SFC Forkhamer, SFC Kratsas, SFC Shults, and SFC Wulczynski all received 

scenarios, advice, and in-depth critiques from 1SG Green. It was a great experience for all involved to 

observe each candidate as they honed their skills for evals and their bid to achieve the acme of the diving 

world. 

 April saw the team finally deploy to Aberdeen to begin its mission. The team left around mid 

April and did not return from the mission until the end of June. All told, the team spent roughly two and 

half months with a persistent presence in Aberdeen providing support. While there, SSG Morales and LT 

Kalna proved adept in providing such professional support we were sought out to perform additional tasks 

while at Aberdeen. We performed surveys, sweeps, and some repairs in one form or another to all of 

74
th

 Soldiers diving in the ice in Third Port. 
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Aberdeen’s underwater facilities. In addition to conducting Aberdeen’s test and repair missions, we also 

spent time training and honing our skills in cutting and welding on surface and below; practiced our 

salvage skill set with a multitude of lift bag operations; enhanced our extractions of, reaction to, and 

treatment of dive casualties; and we executed SURDO2 dives to the bottom of the deep pond. The team’s 

ability to provide high quality, 

responsive support impressed the 

Aberdeen chain of command immensely 

and further added to the professional and 

stellar reputation of the Army divers. 

Army divers truly are the premier divers 

in the world. 

 April also brought about the dive 

field’s MK V appreciation week. SSG 

Gills and SGT Indeck lead the charge on 

getting the team’s MK V helmets, suits, 

umbilicals, and air systems into working 

conditions in order to give Army divers 

the opportunity to dive the helmet. 

While many helped this process, these 

two spent countless hours of their 

personal time, working late after 

completing mission requirements to fix 

umbilicals, develop part lists, and troubleshoot every detail to get the whole system up and running. They 

did such an excellent job that every team was able to put any member that wanted to dive the suit in the 

water, and it did not fail once. They have restored a crucial, historical trademark to operational conditions 

with which the entire field can continue to learn from and appreciate our modern equipment with. As a 

final note, this work was also noticed by the Navy who has requested SSG Gills and our US Army MK V 

system come be on display when the Navy recognizes the 100
th

 anniversary of the MK V suit next year. I 

say again, US Army Divers are the premier divers in the world. 

 The end of June has the entire team returned to Ft. Eustis where we are rapidly preparing to go on 

mission again. Once the team returns from celebrating America over the 4
th

 of July weekend, we are off to 

Philpott Dam in Bassett, VA to perform inspections and repairs.  

 Of special note there are some individuals who deserve to recognition for what they achieved 

during the past six months. First, congratulations to SFC Wulczynski on passing SLC and earning his 

Master Diver pin. Second, SSG Laspe earned special recognition from the Chief Diving Supervisor and 

an Army Commendation Metal from COL Raymer for his performance as the team’s Maintenance NCO, 

earning the team outstanding results during the January Unit Dive Program Inspection. In the same vein, 

SGT Summerville earned an Army Achievement Medal from LTC Kremer during the UDPI for his 

excellent records of the 74
th

’s certification and licensing program. Thirdly, SGT LaVassaur earned the 

2013 Engineer Regiment’s Van Autreve Award for his performance as a lower enlisted member of the 

team. This award is only given to one Soldier per year Army wide, and SGT LaVassaur’s performance 

sets the standard for all Engineers. Finally, SSG Laspe is attending Advanced Leader Course in Panama 

City and by all accounts he is continuing to represent himself and the dive field as a whole exceedingly 

well.  

SPC Clark suiting up to dive the MK V. 
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30
th

 Engineer Battalion 
86

th
 Engineer Dive Detachment 

CPT Matthew Schiller 

 

 The 86
th

 has moved as fast and furious as 

it can towards being a trained and ready force 

once again.  RESET is no reason to keep a team 

down and it certainly has not with the 86
th

.  The 

Detachment has not had a mission here in the 

US yet this year but there have been several 

training events and recons in support of 

upcoming missions to keep it moving in the 

right direction. 

 The team is gearing up for a string of 

missions that will keep it busy throughout the 

end of the summer and into the fall.  First, the 

team will be headed to River Assault in 

Arkansas in order to support the largest wet gap 

crossing conducted by the US Army as a 

recurring training event.  Soon after, the team 

will deploy to Aberdeen, Maryland to support 

the test center in their ongoing endeavors.  In 

addition to testing and verifying some of 

TACOMs newest compressors and TMs in 

September, the team will dewater and 

effectively winterize the Stamford Hurricane 

Barrier in Connecticut for the US Army Corps 

of Engineers. 

 Upon redeployment in February, the team 

changed its makeup in some significant ways.   SSG 

Craig said his farewells and moved to the 7
th

 in Hawaii.  

CPT Swanson will be on TDY to the Olmsted damn 

project for the remainder of his time in the 86
th

.  SFC 

Forkhamer rejoined the team alongside a new medic 

and mechanic, SGT Harris and SPC Manfredy 

respectively.  SFC Forkhamer went to Panama City and 

proved his mettle earning the rate of Master Diver!  

Congratulations SFC Forkhamer!  SSG Kuhn left his 

instructor position in Panama City and joined the 

group.  We were happy to receive SGT Schiltz as an 

inter-team transfer and three new Second Class Divers 

SGT Grew poses for a photo in the MK-V. 

SGT Grew and SGT McDonald grit their teeth 

through the DPFT’s pull up event.  They were on their 

98
th

 and 95
th 

Reps respectively.  Not really. 
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from class 14-10-2C: PFC Bible, PFC Condrac, and PV2 Florida. 

 In May, SGT Harris and his wife welcomed their brand new baby daughter Carmen Lilliana into 

the Beaver family.  Both mother and daughter are doing well.  Congratulations to the Harris family and 

welcome Carmen! 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CPT Swanson receives a farewell gift from the team before moving on 

to his temporary USACE assignment. 

 

SGT McDonald steps into the water at Third Port to practice the jack 

stay searching technique. 
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Chief Diving Supervisor and Bottom Times Editor 
MSG Ray Ramirez  
 
 Greetings from Fort Leonard Wood!  Let me start off by discussing civilian credentials, otherwise 

known as “credentialing”.  Credentialing is a hot item.  It is one of the top ten priorities for the USAES 

and will be my focus for this Bottom Times submission.  Credentials are extremely important for you as a 

Soldier.  Whether it’s an ETS or a retirement, civilian credentials will ensure you are ready for your 

transition from the service.  Furthermore, they will ensure you’re more marketable and in most cases 

command a higher salary.  In the end, credentials provide proof or evidence that you can perform at a 

certain level within the civilian sector.  For example, look at how we use our DA Form 7690 (Salvage 

Diver Qualification Worksheet).  It provides proof that you have the competence to perform as a Salvage 

Diver.  As a civilian, credentials do the same thing.  They provide proof that you meet the required 

civilian standard.   

 The first place to start is with the Army’s COOL (Credentialing Opportunities On-Line) website 

(www.cool.army.mil).  COOL helps our Soldiers find information on certifications related to our MOS.  

COOL explains how Soldiers can meet civilian certification requirements and provides the path for them 

to obtain these certifications.  Once on the website, you can see all the civilian certifications associated 

with our MOS.  As a junior Soldier, I would focus on the diving certifications.  Associated with our MOS 

are many diving certifications from the Association of Diving Contractors International (ADCI) and 

Professional Association of Diving Instructors (PADI).  Some of these certifications include Entry Level 

Diver/Tender, Air Diving Supervisor, Surface-supplied Air Diver, Surface-supplied Air Diving 

Supervisor, Master Instructor, and many others.   

 As for the Staff Sergeants and above, I would focus more on advanced certifications.  By the time 

you have reached Staff Sergeant or Sergeant First Class, you have learned a lot of leadership and 

management skills.  Most of these skills are directly related to taking out dive jobs or missions.  In the 

civilian sector, they call these jobs “projects”.  Therefore, my recommendation is to focus on more 

advance certifications from groups such as Project Management Institute or Institute of Certified 

Professional Manager.  These more advanced and prestigious certifications include Project Management 

Professional (PMP), Certified Manager (CM), Certified Safety Professional (CSP), and Certified 

Associate in Project Management (CAPM).  Please note that these certifications have more advanced 

requirements and some require a college degree or a lot of experience, therefore don’t wait until the last 

minute to start.  Start now and work on these throughout your career.   

 Most of these certifications require you to pass a test.  To assist in passing the test, I suggest you 

check out the Army’s Skillport (https://usarmy.skillport.com) website.  Skillport is a great resource that 

contains a ton of training products designed for your professional development.  These products include 

advanced training and test preparation courses, which may prove beneficial in passing the certification 

tests.  Additionally, Skillport offers many professional training courses that are free of charge and can 

assist you in your professional development goals. Overall, Skillport is a great resource that should not be 

over looked.  

 The bottom line, as our numbers tighten up, professional development along with credentialing 

can do nothing but help.  Competition is going to get fierce.  Stay ahead of your peers!  

 

http://www.cool.army.mil/
https://usarmy.skillport.com/
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30
th

 Engineer Battalion 
511

th
 Engineer Dive Detachment (Deployed) 

CPT Steven Pingree  

 

Greetings from Kuwait!  I’d like to start with special 

thanks to all of our friends and family for their outstanding 

support throughout our deployment!  I’d also like to thank CPT 

Greg Bascomb and the divers of the 511
th

 for a smooth transition 

into command.   Despite a brief interruption to inventory a few 

items and conduct a quick change-of-command ceremony, the 

team was able to hit the ground running.  Since January, the 511
th

 

has maintained a brisk pace by supporting several port and vessel 

clearances throughout the CENTCOM area of responsibility, 

conducting local salvage diver training and port improvement 

exercises, and developing our Soldiers and junior NCOs.  

 In March and April, SGT Kyle Bradley and SSG Pete 

Fountain did a 

great job 

leading “Operation Blue Salvage” to train current and 

potential salvage divers in underwater cutting and 

welding tasks as well as lift bag operations.  The 

event also evaluated first-class divers’ diving casualty 

management techniques and resulted in SSG 

Fountain’s appointment as an unlimited diving 

supervisor.  These two successful weeks of diving 

also led to the discovery of a concrete obstruction in 

the Kuwait Naval Base port that would serve as a 

future practical exercise for lift bag and rigging 

techniques with the Kuwaiti divers. 

When notified of the port obstruction, SSG 

Kyle Broughton refused to sit idly by while an 

insolent concrete block mocked him from the depths 

of KNB.  He quickly organized a mission to rig the 

block and remove it from the port so he could look 

at it face-to-barnacle-ridden-face.  Joined by divers 

from the 511
th

 and the Kuwaiti dive team, SSG 

Broughton enlisted the help of the Army’s 100-ton 

barge derrick crane to pluck his adversary from its 

Persian Gulf home.  After successful reconnaissance 

SGT Kyle Bradley kicks off “Operation 

Blue Salvage”. 

SSG Fountain performs the pre-dive brief prior to 

salvage training. 

16-ton concrete block removed from the KNB port using 

the barge derrick crane. 
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dives, SSG Brian Winter and his team used lift 

bags to move the 32,000 lb behemoth to within 

the crane’s reach.  Once the block was in place, 

SSG Broughton supervised the crane removal and 

transport to its new resting place.  The odor of 

rotting sea life outside of the clamshell is a daily 

reminder of the team’s triumph. 

To date, the 511
th

 has over 8,000 minutes 

of bottom time in support of Operation Enduring 

Freedom, but the team has also found time to 

professionally develop Soldiers and Junior NCOs.  

SPC Tom Dougherty represented the detachment 

exceptionally well when he was selected as Area 

Support Group Kuwait’s Soldier of the quarter.  SPC 

Kenny Robertson and SGT John Huff were recently 

promoted based on their outstanding performance and 

potential, and SGT Tommaso and SGT Goldstein 

graduated from the Warrior Leader Course at Camp 

Buerhing.  SGT Bradley is also scheduled to graduate this 

month. 

Life is great here on Kuwait Naval Base, but 

we’re looking forward to returning to Virginia to 

welcome additional members to the 511
th

!  Please submit 

applications to 1SG Christesen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SSG Winter briefs members of the 511
th

 and Kuwaiti dive 

teams in preparation for rigging operations. 

SGT Goldstein operating a zodiac in support of 

AH-64 “Apache” life raft training. 

SPC Robertson and his Kuwaiti dive partner prepare to 

leave surface. 
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30
th

 Engineer Battalion 
544

th
 Engineer Dive Detachment 

CPT Thomas Maddux 

 

 The last six months have been very 

productive for the 544
th

 Dive Detachment and we 

are looking forward to an even more successful 

second half of the year. We have conducted several 

USACE missions, leadership transitions, and 

challenging unit level training events. 

 The 544
th

 bid farewell to CPT Nathan 

Branen on April 25, 2014. His Change of 

Command ceremony was held underwater in the 

Fort Eustis Aquatic Center pool.  1SG Kurt 

Langley PCS’d to Key West shortly after CPT 

Branen’s change of command. Both these leaders 

have had a tremendous positive influence on the 

US Army Engineer Dive Field. They are an 

excellent example of how an effective command 

team works together to improve their organization 

and take care of their Soldiers. CPT Tom Maddux 

and SFC Eric Shults have taken the reigns and are 

focused on leading the detachment and preparing 

them for upcoming dive missions in support of 

USACE and FORSCOM.  SFC Shults, in addition 

to taking over as first sergeant, qualified as a 

Master Diver in May. 

 The 544
th

 started the year off right by 

excelling in the Unit Diving Program Inspection. 

1SG Langley and the NCOs and Soldiers put in a 

great deal of effort that resulted in a successful 

inspection. The lessons learned from the inspection helped make the detachment more efficient and safe.  

The detachment followed that up with a great week of CBRN training and qualifications.  

 In February and March the 544
th

 had the chance to conduct a very thorough master diver 

qualification train up at 3
rd

 Port on Fort Eustis. The detachment conducted an effective train up for all the 

Fort Eustis Master Diver Candidates and the detachment’s divers conducted some additional training 

resulting in many Salvage Diver Check-offs.  

 April was devoted to change of command inventories and the 544
th

 Dive Detachment’s change of 

command ceremony on 25 April. LT Hanabury did a great job organizing and running the ceremony. SGT 

Martinez’s property book wizardry was instrumental in the effective change of command inventories and 

property change over. 

SPC Herrington enters the water to conduct an inspection 

at the Olmsted Lock and Dam in Illinois. 
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 Immediately after the 

change of command ceremony the 

detachment started the mission 

season by conducting a recon of 

USACE District New York’s 

Caven Point Marine Terminal 

from 28 April to 1 May. The recon 

is in preparation for the main 

Caven Point mission that will be 

conducted from 21 July to 21 

August 2014.  

 In May the detachment 

enjoyed the Dive Organizational 

Day and saw three of the 544
th

’s 

newest divers retrieve their dive 

coins. SPC Herrington, SPC 

Sauser, and PFC Audet all were 

successful in obtaining their much 

coveted dive coins.  

 SSG Hoover lead a mission 

to the W. Kerr Scott Dam in North 

Wilksboro, North Carolina from 2 to 6 June and SSG Weber lead a recon of the Olmsted Dam in 

Olmsted, Illinois from 16 to 30 June. In between these missions the detachment still managed to conduct a 

substantial amount of unit level training. The mission success and high quality of training in May and 

June is a testament to the excellent planning of the 544
th

 Dive Detachment’s NCOs.  

 LT Hanabury spent the majority of his June on the road conducting a variety of tasks. These 

ranged from being the OIC for two USACE missions to conducting an Engineer Dive recruitment 

presentation for ROTC cadets at LDAC in Fort Knox from 9 to 13 June.  LT Hanabury also conducted 

training with the 502
nd

 Multi-Role Bridging Company, 19
th

 Engineer Battalion stationed at Fort Knox. LT 

Hanabury trained the 502
nd

 MRBC’s leaders on how to plan, train, and conduct a company level helocast.  

 The mission to Caven Point is the detachment’s focus for July and it will be a great opportunity 

for the detachment to conduct pier rehabilitation, obstacle removal training, and continue the great 

relationship the US Army Dive Detachments have with the USACE crew at Caven Point. 

 The 544
th

 Dive Detachment is scheduled to inactivate on March 25, 2015. The detachment’s 

leadership is committed to coordinating the transfer of Soldiers and equipment in a manner to best 

strengthen the US Army Engineer Dive Field as a whole and benefit the Soldiers.  

 The 544
th

 said farewell to CPT Nathan Branen, 1SG Kurt Langley, and SPC Michael Disinger.  

CPT Branen will be joining USACE and work at the US Embassy in Saudi Arabia.  1SG Kurt Langley 

will be headed to Key West to serve as the master diver at the Army Special Operations Dive School. 

SPC Disinger recently graduated Airborne School and is headed to Fort Campbell.  We welcomed three 

new divers to the 544
th

 team. SPC Stephanie Herrington with husband Bryan, SPC Derek Sauser with 

wife Alexis, and PFC Eoin Audet all joined the 544
th

 Dive Detachment in January.  We also welcomed a 

new baby into the 544
th

 family.  SSG Britton Hall and his wife Laurie had a baby boy named Jayson.  We 

are also pleased to announce that SSG Daniel Weber got married to his wife Chelsea on 24 May.   

544
th

 personnel document inspection findings at W. Kerr Scott Dam in North 

Carolina. 
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SSG Grover Supervising Chamber Operations. 

30
th

 Engineer Battalion 
569

th
 Engineer Dive Detachment 

CPT Daniel Arnold and 1SG Milton Prater 

 

 Hello from the Megladons!  We would like to 

begin by introducing the new commander for the 

569
th

, CPT Daniel Arnold.  He replaced CPT Michael 

Jappe in December, who moved on to Ft. Leonard 

Wood for the Captains Career Course.  We also had a 

change of command and change of responsibility in 

the 53
rd

 Movement Control Battalion, LTC Baird and 

CSM Vickers took over for LTC Ledbetter and CSM 

Coleman.  We appreciate all their support and look 

forward to working with the new chain of command 

in 53
rd

.  The 569
th

 received three new Soldiers, PFC 

Bannan, PFC Moore, and PFC Ramirez out of the fall 

dive school class.  They have been working very hard and 

are the “worker bees” on our team.  We also had the 

addition of two new medics this spring and were happy to 

welcome SGT Zapata and SGT Joseph to our team.  We 

had a few out going Soldiers as well, SGT Schiltz went 

over to the 86
th

 to help them fill out their numbers after 

deployment and SGT Schlosser finished his time with the 

Army and is now working as a private investigator.   

 It has been a busy spring for the 569
th

.  After 

finishing a two week mission cleaning up the superpond at 

Aberdeen Proving Ground in December, the team did 

maintenance and recovery in preparation for the Unit 

Diving Program Inspection.  The unit didn’t do very well, 

but did a re-inspection and passed with flying colors thanks 

to the hard work of our maintenance NCO SSG Wieder.  

Making sure all of the maintenance records are in good 

order and that the proper people conducted it is no small 

task.  In February the unit conducted a “Shallow Brown” 

off of an LCU in Third Port to train our supervisors in an 

effort to get them fully command qualified.  MDV 

Woodcox put together some challenging situations for 

them to react to so that he could ensure they knew how to 

properly supervise diving operations.   
Underwater Welding at Narrows Dam. 
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Underwater Demo! 

 In March SSG Schofield put together a very 

comprehensive salvage diver rodeo to train all of our new 

Soldiers.  It began with underwater hydraulic tools, which 

was conducted in the training tank.  As they were moving 

into the second part of the training, underwater cutting and 

welding, the 569
th

 was tasked with a USACE mission to 

repair the trash racks on the Narrows Dam.  Unfortunately 

that meant the end of the salvage diver rodeo and a very 

short time for SSG Schofield to plan and execute a mission 

to ensure full power generation in Murfreesboro, AK.  The 

team spent three weeks working on the Dam doing 

underwater welding to repair the rail system that holds the 

trash racks in place.  We also conducted an inspection of 

all the trash racks, and used side scan sonar to find the 

fallen rack.  We were successful, but due to the orientation 

it was determined that it was unnecessary to salvage it.   

 Upon completion of recovery the team began 

preparation for a mission for the Virginia Department of 

Transportation (VDOT).  VDOT manages a fleet of retired 

ships out in the James River at Ft. Eustis.  They had one 

damaged tower and one old tower that were hazards to 

traffic and needed to be removed.  SSG Grover put 

together a plan to train the new divers on both surface and 

underwater chainsaw work to remove the wooden tower as 

well as some 

underwater cutting 

to remove the 

metal and concrete 

structure. 

 SSG Schofield led the next mission out the door, 

conducting an underwater demolitions range with LSV 1 from Ft. 

Eustis.  Skipper Shawen and his crew were great to work with 

and the Soldiers had a good time spending three days out on the 

water and doing demolitions from the zodiacs.  More supervisor 

training was completed as well as demolition and hull inspection 

training for our salvage divers.   Immediately following our 

return we left on another USACE mission working on the John 

Kerr Dam.  We coordinated with the 331
st
 Transportation 

Company (MCS) to use their causeway sections as a dive 

platform.  This worked really well and enabled us to conduct a 

thorough cleaning and inspection of all nine head gates and 

twenty two draft tube gates as well as an inspection of the sluice 

gates.  

  

VDOT Derelict Tower. 
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 We had one last mission added to our plate before we begin preparation for deployment to Kuwait, 

and that is renovation of the flagpole that is in front of the brigade headquarters.  CSM Escalona, the 

brigade command sergeant major, wanted the flagpole straightened, and SGT Lee is the man for the job.  

Each detachment offered up some workers to remove the flagpole and the old concrete before pouring 

new concrete and resetting the flagpole.   

  

  

 

  

 A few messages of congratulations are due 

for this period we had five promotions this spring, 

SPC Miller, SPC Davis, SGT Jones, SGT Zapata, 

and SSG Janusz.  We also had two Soldiers earn 

their Salvage Diver qualification: SGT Jones and 

SGT Schiltz, and three supervisors become fully 

command qualified: SSG Giagnocavo, SSG 

Schofield, and SSG Grover.  Last, but not least, 

we had two new additions to the 569
th

 family, 

SPC Hone gave birth to her daughter Leah and 

SGT LeForge’s daughter Peyton was born in 

January.  

 

 

Dive side at John Kerr Dam. 

Re-enlistment at depth! 
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Training Developer 
SFC Roger Lester 

 

 I would like to start out by wishing everyone a happy and safe 4
th

 of July.  Please be safe as you 

enjoy the well deserved holiday weekend with friends and family.  Things have been going well at Fort 

Leonard Wood in the Training Development Office.  The lesson plans for the Phase 1 course have been 

going through the review process and the final corrections are being made.  If all goes well, the Program 

of Instruction (POI) for the course should be complete in October.     

  Recently, the instructors at the Phase 1 course sent 21 students to the Naval Diving and Salvage 

Training Center (NDSTC) in Panama City, FL for Phase 2 of diver training.  As you might expect, this is 

one of the largest classes that have been sent to NDSTC.  The cadre at the Phase 1 course has done an 

outstanding job of teaching and mentoring every student that arrives ready to train.  Many of those 

students met SSG Turner, SSG Winter, and SFC Rowley prior to their arrival as they were afforded the 

opportunity during Basic Training to train and prepare for the course.  SSG Turner made contact with the 

Drill Sergeants in the Basic Training Battalions to identify Soldiers who were scheduled to attend the 

course, then made the effort to schedule pool sessions for those Soldiers, many of which occurred during 

his “personal” time.  Kudos goes out to these three NCOs for their dedication to the Soldiers attending the 

Diver Phase 1 Course.   

 With this larger number of students moving on to 

NDSTC, it is to be expected that a few have been dropped 

early in the Phase 2 program.  This number, however, is not 

significantly higher than previous classes which had fewer 

students.  As everyone knows, dive training is a difficult and 

challenging path which taxes, both mentally and physically, 

everyone who accepts the challenge.  Like the training team 

here at Fort Leonard Wood, the outstanding instructors and 

NCOs at NDSTC will devote their time and efforts to ensure 

that the remaining students are trained to standard, and ready 

to fill vital positions in the Diving Detachments serving 

around the world.  Thank you for your hard work and 

dedication. 

 Also, I would like to thank SSG Christesen at NDSTC 

for his efforts in screening the diving physicals for Soldiers 

attempting to reclassify as Engineer Divers.  He has been 

instrumental in streamlining the process of vetting potential 

candidates and generating acceptance/declination 

memorandums in a timely manner.  Finally, congratulations 

to Sean and Angela Rowley as they welcomed the newest 

addition to their family- Carley Jo Rowley. 
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A/169
th

 Engineer Battalion  
U.S. Army Engineer Dive School 
From the desk 

 

 From the Joint Dive Officer Course Managers Desk: 

  

 Hello from sunny Panama City Beach!  This quarter has seen a 

big change to the Diving Officer pipeline with the creation of the Joint 

Diving Officer Course.  Currently in the pilot stage, this is the first part 

of the "core and strand" strategy of Dive School in which all services 

train together on the core topics and then move to service specific 

training.  This should help to streamline things here in PCB and make 

training divers much more efficient.  While it has been a lot of work 

getting the topics standardized, in the long run this will ensure that all 

military divers are on the same page and it will make it easier to 

manage just 1 set of curriculum rather than 15 sets. 

 

-SFC/MDV Kane Tomlin 

 

  

 

 

 From the Army First Class Diver Course Managers Desk: 

 

 Greetings to my fellow Deep Sea Divers from the ALC team 

in Panama City Beach Florida. The First Class training team is 

finally at it again after a long break in our normal training schedule. 

We suffered a non-conduct last Fall due to a lack of qualified 

candidates. SSG Odonoghue and I are back at it again this Spring 

with five promising First Class students. The students for class 14-

20-A1C are SSG Booysen, SSG Damon, SSG Howard, SSG Laspe, 

and SSG Streiler. We are approximately five weeks into the course 

and everyone is performing well so far. The students just recently 

passed their chamber scenarios and the next big phase will lead them 

into SCUBA scenarios. SSG Odonoghue finished all of his 

qualifications to teach the course on his own prior to this class 

coming on board and he has been doing an outstanding job of 

preparing our Supervisors to take on the next level of responsibility. I 

hope that all of my Deep Sea brothers are doing well, staying safe, 

and getting the job done out there.  Hooya, Deep Sea from myself and SSG Odonoghue. 

 

-MSG/MDV Weston Cox 
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 From the Army Second Class Diver Course Managers Desk: 

  

 Hi ya’ll, and greetings from lower Alabama. Training 

is going great. Since our last bottom times MDV Tomlin and 

I have equally divided ourselves into two awesome training 

teams.  We are managing the 2
nd

 class dive training 

efficiently and effectively to maximize our student to 

instructor ratio.  This has streamlined our ability to continue 

training and increase productivity in the extremely dangerous 

realm of deep sea diving at NDSTC.  Regardless, we 

continue to filter those unfit for diving and send the best 

possible Soldiers/Divers down range.   

 Soon we will be down two instructors, as SSG Key 

and SSG Tanfield will be rejoining the line at JBLE.  They 

have both been extremely valuable assets to our team and I, 

personally, am grateful that I have had them to give me 

guidance in Navy policies and NDSTC curriculum. I wish them nothing but the best and I am confident 

that they will take the knowledge they have accumulated here back to the teams.   

 There have been many challenges to 

keep the number of graduates up due to the 

amount of training seats available.  However, 

recently we received 22 trainees because we 

were able to use the Navy’s unused training 

seats. I predict we will graduate a minimum 

of 12 (maybe 14) and we have 6 students in 

the senior class that are already in the demo 

phase. This is outstanding because we only 

graduated 11 students FY 13. BLUF; we 

have the potential to graduate close to 20 

next year and we are hoping for even more as 

the Army Officers will be moving to a 

separate course and their seats will opened up 

for enlisted Soldiers.  

 I will end with this, we have a great job.  Don’t ever let anyone convince you otherwise.  

Sometimes things don’t always go the way I want and I just want to give up because I am living in the 

moment.  Then I look around and I realize that I am blessed and highly favored to be part of such a unique 

group of people.  I am so proud to call myself an Army Diver and now even a Master Diver. What a great 

country we live in and a great service in which we have been given the privilege to serve.  Thank you all 

for what you do and who you are, I love you guys.  And no I was not drunk when I wrote this, just high 

on hooyah.  HooYah, Deep Sea!!! 

 

- SFC/MDV Micah Sherrod 
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 From A/169 Commanders Desk: 

 

 Greetings from a hot and humid Panama City, FL!  I am proud to report that we are currently in 

our “peak” season with three full classes on board.  Lay your worries aside as we are remain ever vigilant 

in training and molding the world best military divers, and 

preparing them for their first unit of assignment in the 

Engineer Dive Field.  As so eloquently captured above, the 

only constant seen at Dive School is change.  The curriculum 

and how we train at NDSTC is ever evolving, which ensures 

we provide the force with highly qualified divers, who are 

able to retain the most recent and up to date diving 

curriculum.  As I reflect on this past quarter, I would like 

pause for a moment to recognize those whom successfully 

graduated from Army MDV Class 14-20: SFC Wulczynski, 

SFC Schults, SFC Dunham, SFC Forkhammer and SFC 

Kratsas; Job well done!    As my time quickly dwindles to an 

end as the Dive School Commander, I would like to take a 

moment to thank everyone I have worked with in the dive 

field, all those who support Army Divers and ensure we are 

able to meet mission success, but especially to the world’s 

greatest instructors assigned to A/169; the guys who enter the 

crucible of our A2C training platform, on a daily basis, to 

train and mold Army Engineer Divers.  There is no doubt that 

their efforts have an immediate impact to our field but that 

we will continue to see their dedication and hard work as we 

progress into the future.  Lastly, I would like to wish my 

replacement CPT Dave Guerdan the best of luck with command at Dive School.  I am confident that the 

command and the future of our field is in good hands, as we have transferred responsibilities and 

positioned the command at NDSTC for instant success and sustained victory into the future.   I wish you 

all the best of luck and continued success on all your future endeavors.  Fair winds and Following Sea!  

HOO YAH! DEEP SEA! 

 

- CPT Joseph Lunn 

  


